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AI DRAFT REGULATION
BACKGROUND
The EU’s Proposal for a Regulation on Artificial Intelligence
(‘Draft Regulation’) proposes cutting-edge changes that will
require whole-scale assessments of the costs and benefits of
using AI systems.
The Draft Regulation will regulate an organisations involved
in the development, manufacturing, importation, distribution,
servicing, and use of AI – encompassing both developers (such
as Palantir, Deepmind, etc.) and organisations using AI (such
as banks and social media platforms). Whilst the regulation is
industry agnostic, its provisions will affect different companies in
separate ways.

It takes a precautionary approach to
controlling the deployment of AI, in
that it requires risk assessments to be
conducted on machine-learning systems
before being used in the market.
Within this, the majority of its provisions fall upon ‘high risk’
systems, which exist as part of a list maintained by the EU under
the Draft Regulation, which is updated from time to time based
on the potential effects and harm to individuals on their usage.
For example, these include:
♦

Any large employers (typically multinationals) which will be
caught by the requirements applicable to using tools like
Hirevue to score and filter candidates during recruitment;

♦

Insurance companies and banks, who will be affected by the
obligations on organisations deploying “AI systems intended
to be used to evaluate the creditworthiness of natural
persons or establish their credit score”;

♦

Manufacturers of a variety of goods, which will come under
the requirements that apply to AI used as a product or
component in safety devices used in toys, machinery, radio
equipment or medical devices, among others; and

♦

Law enforcement, likely to be caught by the obligations on
organisations using systems for the prevention, investigation,
detection or prosecution of crime, such as PredPol or Palantir.

IT WILL AFFECT
DIFFERENT
COMPANIES IN
SEPARATE WAYS.
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ASSIGNING CUSTOMER CREDIT SCORES
In particular, the insurance sector is one that will be affected by
at least two of these requirements.

This is mostly due to the fact that insurance
companies are typically involved in credit
scoring applicants for financial products.
A process that, according to Recital 37 of the Draft Regulation,
has the potential to affect individuals’ access to financial
resources and ‘therefore appreciably affect their course of life,
for example if they deny them the opportunity to make certain
investments’.
As one can imagine, if a machine learning system began credit
scoring based on, or heavily influenced by, criteria such as an
individual’s ethnicity, sexual orientation or disabilities, whether
directly or indirectly, the AI is likely to perpetuate or embed
discrimination in its model.
Notably, insurance companies should be reminded of a case
in 2018 where Finland’s Data Protection Ombudsman made
a ruling against Svea Ekonomi, a company offering credit and
financing services, which developed a scoring system-based
assessment of individuals based on statistical criteria on default
rates attributed to certain characteristics, including location,
native language, gender and age. The Ombudsman ordered the
company to remove the age limit, as it considered that age is not
necessary to determine creditworthiness.
Similarly, Finland’s National Non-Discrimination and Equality
Tribunal, in its own decision, held the entire swathe of gender,
native language and age characteristic were prohibited grounds
for making such a decision under equality law. In a warning to
the industry, the company also faced a fine of 100,000 euros if
changes to the automated decision-making system were not met
within 6 months.

WHAT WILL THIS MEAN FOR INSURANCE
COMPANIES?
The fact that the insurance industry is targeted by the Draft
Regulation is nothing new. For example, credit scoring is already
caught by provisions of the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR). Article 22 of the GDPR (which was relied on in the Svea
Ekonomi case) was a frontrunner to the Draft Regulation, which
gave individuals a right not to be subject to certain ‘automated
decision-making’ using AI systems, as well as to challenge AI
decisions with respect to themselves (such as a credit score).
However, the ‘black box’ nature of such technologies has made it
very difficult for citizens to collect the relevant information about
the system needed to mount a realistic challenge.
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However, for high risk systems, the Draft Regulation puts the
obligation back on organisations using machine-learning
technologies to provide not only information on the purposes
and logic used in algorithm but specific information on the
purpose, effects and data used in AI systems, any known biases
against specific groups, or other foreseeable or unintended
outcomes.
As such, a large swathe of the Draft Regulation’s obligations will
fall upon insurance companies deploying AI systems, including:
♦

Requiring them to perform an ex-ante risk assessment of
systems (including to consider the potential for harm to
individuals), particularly where these are developed in-house;

♦

Obligations to ensure the ongoing monitoring of risks, and
report serious incidents with the system malfunctioning to the
relevant supervisory authority within 15 days; and

♦

Requirements to provide relevant transparency (such as
through a Privacy Notice or Code of Conduct) about the
purpose, effects and data used in AI systems to customers,
or those otherwise affected by such systems.

On top of this, other obligations specifically regulate the quality,
accuracy and non-bias of a system, including requirements to
ensure these through the training, validating and testing of data
used in algorithms.

These could apply differently to
insurance companies who are just
using bought-in systems, compared to
those with in-house user companies
and AI developers differently.

Nevertheless, the Draft Regulation now contains fines of up to
6% of global annual turnover (or €30M, whichever is the higher),
which are likely to turn the heads of even the largest insurance
companies.
In the interim, the sector should be mindful of the need to
maintain the trust of citizens, and be able to appreciably
demonstrate and explain the criteria on which any decisions
made to grant or deny individuals insurance products.

IT’S LIKELY TO
HAVE A GRACE
PERIOD OF
1 YEAR FOR
ORGANISATIONS
TO COMPLY.

For example, if organisations are using bought-in solutions
that displayed unacceptable bias or inaccuracy, it would most
probably cease use of the tool and find another provider.
However, for companies with in-house developers of these
tools themselves, they will have to adapt either (or both) of their
algorithms or data sets to meet the Draft Regulation’s demands
of fairness, non-discrimination and accuracy.

THERE IS TIME
The Draft Regulation goes further than many expected in its
provisions and obligations, and is likely to affect the risk profile
of several industries in particular, notably the insurance and
public sector.
The provisions regulating credit-scoring systems do contain
an exception for “AI systems put into service by small scale
providers for their own use”, which will notably avail SME
insurance companies who do not licence out their AI models
from having to revamp their solutions (although the definition of
“small scale” is not yet included). On top of this, however, once
finalised, the Draft Regulation is likely to have a grace period
of at least a year for organisations to comply, meaning that
companies of all sizes will have time to tweak their systems and
tools to fit its provisions.
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